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Policy AMlysis and. Public Deliberation 

". 

As pOliticians K!lOW onl)' too well but social scientisu too often 
. fOl'get·PQbli( policy is made of language. Whether in written or 
oral fortn, argUment is central in all stages of the policy process. 
DiscqS$ion goes On in any organi~tion. private or public, and 
in any political sYStem. even a dictatorship; but it, is so much at 
tbe heart of democratic politics and polky that democracy has 
been caJled :a system "Of government by discussion. Political par
ties. the electorate, the legislat~re. the executiv.e. the courts, the 
media, in~est groups. and independent experts all engage in 
a continuous proeCis. of debate and reciprocal persuasion. 

This ptoceq;; as liberal theorists from john Stuart Mill and 
Wal~r 84g~hot to Lord Llndjay an4. Ernest Barker ha~e de
scribed ir.,&egiO-S with exprestions of general concerns and ends 
in concrete . decisiol!.S. Each stage Qf deliberation has iu Own 
function and its own organ. Parties identify issues and formulate 
program$; the electorate discusses issues and candidates and 
-expresses a majority .in favor of one of the programs: the leg_ 
islative tn;ljority translates programs iiuo laws, in constant debate 

. with the oppositiOr}i finaUy. the discussion is carried forward to 
the chief exect.itive and the cabinet. where it is translated into 

.', tp&ifi( Policies. Each of the stages and organs of public delib
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eratian is independent. but only within- the limits. and as a part. 
of the entire process: "the free and sovereign thing is the whole· 
process of discussion."· 

This is an idealized model of democratic policy-making. It 
overlooks the play of power and influence. the uneven distri
bution of knowledge. the low level of active citizen participa
tion. and many other factors that figure prominently in modern 
theories of public policy. But it emphasizes something that 
these theories have neglected-the extraordinary potential of 
persuasion and the centrality of two-way discussion to 
democracy.2 . 

Every politician undetstands'that arguments are needed not 
only to clarify his position with respect to an issue, but to bring 
other people around to this position. Even when.a policy is beSt 
explained by the actions of groups seeking selfish goals. those 
who seek to justify the policy must appeal to trn: public interest 
and the intellectuill merits of the case.' Perhaps these are only 
rationaliutions, but even rationalizations are important since 
they become integral parts of political discoutse. We miss a great 
deal if we try to understand policy~making .solely in terms of 
power, influence. and bargaining. lothe exclusion of debate a:nd 
a.rgument. . . 

Argumentation is the key process through which citizens and 
policy makers arrive at moral judgments and policy choices. Pub· 
lic discussion mobilites the knOWledge. experience. and interest 
of many people. while focusing their a~tention on a limited range 
of issues. Each participant is encouraged to adjust his view of 
reality. and even to change his values. as a res'l,llt of thepr(lCess 
of reciprocal ~..rsJlasion. In this wa)'r discussion can produce 
results that ~re beyond''(he capabilities of authoritarian or tech
nocratic methods of poH$y-making. 

1. Erneat 8arker. RejileliOflS IH\ GOwtnmmt {NeY' York: Oxford Univer$ity 
hm. 1955}. S7. -

2. Charles E. Lindblom. P~litUs and Marllel.r (New York: Bait Books. 
1977). 

3. John w. Kingdon, t\gmdtu. ItUmrlllivu.a.nlJ'Pubtk I'D/WI (llostOn! Uttl~. 
Brown. 1984). 131-34. 
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THt INSTITUTlONAL17,ATlON OF DISCUSSION 

HoweVer, this exttat)T'dinary potential can be reali1.ed only with 
the help of appropria.t~ rules and procedures. Unregulated dis
cussion easily ends. in unending dispute and even in violence. 
An unorganized deliberative body is open to various forms of 
disruption. such as filibustering. 

To aVoid or reduce these dangers. public deliberation has 
been carefully in$titu.donalize~ il1 all modern democra,cies. To
tlaY'sela:borate cod~ of par"amenUl,ry, electoral. administrative, 
and'judiciaJ pl'ocedure ~re the fruit of centuries of experience 
in coping with p~ic:a) problems ofpubIic deliberation. The 
gen-et;l,l purpose of these. pr:oc~ures is to insure the hearing of 
many opinions without compromising the need to reach a coo
c1usion. Their importance is such that the history of democratic 
gov~rnment is. in a teal sense, the history of various procedures 
devised to institutionalize a.nd regulate public deliberation. 

While rules of debate have hardened into institutions in the 
traditi\>nal forums of public ddiberation. in newer arenas of 
deba~such as· nuclear safety, technology assessment. and en
Yironmental" and health regulation appropriate procedures and 
standards ofargument are stilt lacking. One reason it has proved 
difficult to institutionalize debate in these and other areas of 
policy-making is that the issues under discussion here are seldom 
purely technical or purely political. Rather, they often are of a 
type that'Alvin Weinberg has called "trans-scientilic"-questions 
of fact that can be stated in the language of science but are. in 
principle or in practice. unan$werable by science.4 

A typical example is the determination of the health effects 
of low-level radiation. It has been calculated that in order to 
determine by direct exp-et:imentatioo. at the 95 percent confi
dence level. wrn:ther a dosage of X-ray radiation of 150 miUirems 
would increase the spontaneous mutation in mice by Ih percen~ 
would require about eight billion mice. Time and resource con

4. Alvin Weinberg. "Science and Tl'8ns..science," MintnJt:l 10, no. 2 (April 
l~72); 209-22. 
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strain,tsmake SQch an experimen,t praciicallyimpossibl~: Sirni~' ' 
lady,. the: choke of a dose-respopse function to determine the ' 
"virtually safe" dO$(! of a toxic substance must be treated ,at pres
ent as a trans-scientifit question. There are literally IJ}'Ousands: 
of rrtathl:matical funCtions that'fit the experimental data equally 
well, but no firm scientific basis now exists for choosing 'among 
the different possibilities. However, the choice of a particular 
function has a major effect on regu,latory decisions., 

When science, technology. and public policy ihtertect, di,ITer
ent attitudes, perspectives. and rules of argument come into 
sharp conflict. Scientific criteria 9f truth clash with legal stan
dards of evidence and with political notions of what constitutes 
sufficient ground for action. Factual conclusions are not easily 
separable from considetatioQs having to do with the plautrbility 
of the opponent's assumptions and his selection of the evidence 
or choice of methodotogy. And 'Deeause there seems to be no 
objective way of checking the conclusions of analysis. the cred
ibility of the expert becomes as important a$ his competence. 

Increasingly, public debates about regulatory deci$ions. nu

clear safety. technotogy'a~ssm~nt, and' similar trans-scientific 

issues tend to resemble adyersary proceedings in a court or law. 

but with an important difference-the lack of generally accepted 

rules of procedure. Soltle participants are able to take advantage 

of the relative informa1ity of the process. but to sdentists even 

codifled adversary procedures seem i!1apprQpriate and alien to 

their ,tradition.. In s<#nce the i$Slit:is'not a witness's credibility 

but'hil specific campete~hi$ ability to establishscientiflc 

truth-and'this·i1not relf.,;bly established by an adversary debate. 
Hente varl'Ou§,.,ptirposats 16 resolve di$t>utes about scientific is
sues. with policyimptiCcftiens by caref1.!ltY breakin'g down a prCib-"
lem inWpUrely techl'J~cal and purely pOlitical componentS. 
~xpert:s should deahnly with the t~chnical isSues, turning their 
evaluations over to'the poIiticalj)rocess fot determination of the 
appropriate politY'- response. . . 

FQl'- e~(l\ple. :lh'e "s(:iem;ecollrt" .pr~f>Osed by~rt:hur Ran
tmwftz,.would'onlr e~arhilte; 'andduide,uprm.question~ ·of sci·· 
entiSc fact. After the evidence haS been-presented. ql1estion~. 
atld defended, the panel of:judges (who art established experts 

'1'OIJCYAl\M;LYsts ANO PtJlllC.J)alSfIt:ATION S 
) 

in areas adjKent to the dispute) issue a reportin which the points 
of agreement among the experts are given. The report may also 
suggestsJ>ecific rese.arch projects to clarify points that remain 
urise.r;ded.to. . . 

Sut how can one separate the scientific from the political and 
value compOnents of policy issues that encompass both? And if 
trans-scientific questions do not come within the purview of the 
scientific COlJrt, wby use a quasi-judicial procedure? If the ques
tion is unambiguously scientific, then ~he procedures of science 
rather than quasi-.legal ones are appropriate. Where the issues 
cannot be settled with existing scientific knowledge or from re
search that could be carried out reasonably rapidly and without 
excessive expense, then the answers must be trans-scientific and 
an adversary procedure that involves both experts and gener
ali$ts seems t!1e~st alternative.II 

Dialectical confrontation between generalists and experts 
often succeeds in bringing out unstated assumptions. conHkting 
imerpretations of the factS. and the risks posed by new projects. 
Technical experts are naturally biased in the assessment of their 
proposals and are more likely to be skeptical of any evidence of 
possible adverse effects than someone less committed to that 
particular project. The initial assumption is that the innovation 
will achieve what the innovator claims for it and that it will have 
no negative consequences that could reduce the attractiveness 
of its, practical implementation. For example. the consciousness 
of the dangers inherent in nuclear engineering in the United 
States and Western Europe is largely the result of public debate. 
Where nuclear technology has been allowed to develop accord
ing to its own logic, unhampered by criticism and public concern. 
as in the Soviet Union. it has produced few of the safety features 
(such as containment shells for pressurized water reactors) that 
are now standard in the West. 

Thus; technological expertise cannot be relied upon to dis
cover the characteristic risks and the social implications of new 

5, Arthur Kantrowitz. "Proposal for an Institution for ScientificJudgment:' 
Scinlu 156, no. ',776 (12 May 19'671: 763-64, 

.t, 6. Wein~rg, ·Science and Trans-Science:' 214-16. 
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technologies. The ess~mtial.need today is an impro'ietnent in tlie . 
methods and conditions of critical de~te and their institution
alization at all levels of policy-making. Actually, 3rternpu,to d~
velop methods ofcritical inquiry adapted to the process (If pUblic 
deliberation go back to the origins of democra(Y. 

Building on the practice of government by discussion in the 
city-state. the Greeks developed a general tecbnique of critiCal 
discourse which they called dialectic. This is a method of ar
gumentation characterized nOt so muci ..· by the form ofreasoning 
(though discll$sion by question and answercal1le to ~ r~.rded . 
as itspatadigtriatic fOrrn).a.s by th~ nacute of.itspre.mbts- and 
~he sO(;iucontext of its applications. togicand mathemati'C:' $·tart . 
from axioms. or propositions deduced ,fr<>m a~i~•. while t.Oc. 
premis~ ofdialec:tk arernmly plausible. 1'l;lest,arrlngpqint of 
a dialectic argumt;nt is not abstract assumptions but poinU of 
view already present in the community; iu condusiQn is not a 
fonnal proof. but a. shared under'Uanding of the iswe under 
discussion: and while scierltific disciplines are specialited forms 
of knowledge;. availab.le only to tht exper~.• di~ectic can },:Ie u.ed 
by everyone sif!(:t, as 'AriS~otle put it, we all have occMion to 
criticize or defend an argument. 

For the'Gr(!eks dialectic had three main uses. First, as a method 
of critical inquiry into the foundations and assumptions of the . 
various specialized disciplines. Second. as a !echiUqu< fotar
guing in favor o( one', own opinion'S and a prcicedure for dar
ifying controvtrsial·issues·. Finally. as ~neducational process that 
transforms the common man into att informed dtizen and the 
specialist into a person able to communicate with his fellow 
citizC'nS.· .r-_ . r 

This ari:Citmt Mtion ~or-(Ha~ectic is quite relevant to our inqlitiry 
intp the role' of analysis ,in publicd'elibera~ion. In fact. it .seems 
to capture' the essential' tt~ment$of ihat role much bett.¢r' than 
the 'stereotyped characteriza;tion of polk>: an!1lysis found in cur
rent.textbooks. ·LIke dialectic. policy anaJysis usually starts with 
plausible premises. with contestable and.shifting viewpointS. not

I with indisputable principles or hard facts. ~!ke dialectic; It does 
I not ptoduce formal. proofs but onlypetsutiwe argument5. TheI key problem fOcin$ bothdial.<tk.... an~ anaIysu ;t.hO'o> 10 base 

,...- ,.",.~ •• p res r no·. 
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plausible inferen<;es on values or opinions when hard facts are 
not available. Finally. policy analysis. like dialectic. contributes 
to public deliberation through criticism. advocacy. and educa
tion. Good policy analysis is more than daea analysis or a mod· 
eling exercise: it aJso proviqes standa.rds of argument and an 
intellectual structure for public discourse. Even when its conclu
sions are nOt accepted. its categories and language, its criticism 
of traditional approaches, and iu advocacy of new ideas affect
even condition-'-the policy debate. 

THE ARGUMtNTATtvt FUNCTION OF POLICY ANALYSIS 

the purpose of this book is to djscove-r the main implications of 
adia1ecticconception of policy analysis. In it i attempt to develop 

. a single idea: the notion that in a system of government by 
di~ussion. anaIY$i5-even professional analysis-has less to do 
with formal techniques of problem solving than with the process 
ofaFgllment. 

The job of analysts consistS in large part of producing evi
dente arid arguments to be used in the cou~ of public debate. 
Its crucial argumentative aspect is what distinguishes policy anal· 
ysis from the academic social sciences on the one hand. and from 
prablcm..solving methodologies such as operations research on 
the other. The arguments analysts produce may be more or less 
technkal, more or less sophisticated. but they must persuade if 
they are to be taken seriously in the forums of public delibera
tion. Thus, analysts. like lawyers. politicians. and others who 
make .a ruru::tionat use of language. will always be involved in all 
the technical problems of language, including rhetorical 
.problems~7 

Rhetoric is the craft of persuasion. the study of aU the ways 
ofdoing things with words. The Athenians used to make annual 
sacrifices to the goddess of persuasion (Peitho) in recognition of 
the extra<>rdinary power of language. Today persuasion is often 

r. 1. ·Northl'Op Frye. hMlOm, I!fCritiritm (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University 
'PI'eS5, 1957).3-31. 
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regarded as a dishonest or merely "rationalizing" useofargu
ments; it is propaganda. brainwasl'!ing. manipulation of publk 
opinion. Persuasion can indeed be used in these ways. But in 
free debate. persuasion is a two-WilY interchange, a method of 

I 
mutual learning through discourse. Re,al debate not only lets the, 
participants promote their own views and interests. but also en
courages them to adjust their views of reality and even to change' 

I 
\ their values as a relult of the process. 

A penuasive argumcttt is not a logical demoosttaoon. b).!t it 
does not become irrational or mere rationalization !:Iecaulle of 
this. Most value judgmetlts are, fonried in pers\!a;S~ int!er· 
change. To reduce reason to logiCal calculation anclproohtlQut· 
whatever dOd not matterenough'co engage commitment is; as" ' I 
Wayne C. Booth has written. to create,a torn. picture of the world, 
with aU our values on one side and all our rational faculties on 
the other.' Since to say anything of importance in public poHcy 
requires value judgments. this.artificial separation between val
ues and' rational capacities is a threat' to all !lotions of public 
deliberation and defensible pol.icy choices. 

As I will show. in the next chapter. even technical policy an
alysts cannot dispense with persuasion., On the one hand, fSA:ts 
and values are $0 intertwined in poUcy~making that factual ar
guments unaided by persuasion seldom play a significant role 
in puhlic debate. On the other hand, persuasion is needed in 
order to increa,5e both the acceptability of advice and the will· 
ingness to act on less than conclusive evidence. To explain, and 
defend a reasonable Course ofaction under circumstances where 
the theoretical optimum is either unknow.n or practically unat
tainable, isan'~'tia! pan of the analyst's job. " 

feasihIUty analysis, 'fG~ ,discussed in chapter 4, is pe,rhaps 
thehest illustration of dJe necessary Interplay of empirical and 
per$uasive arguments .. Fashioning mutual understandings about 
the boundaries of the possible in public policy is arguably the 
most important contribution that analysts can make to public 
debate. However. calculating optimal or second~best solutions 

S. Mod:m!Dog;tl4' aM t4t Rh4urric i:If AumI (Chicllgo! Uni'i'tNi[y Qf Chiggo 
Prcu. 19;4). 116. ' 

, ' , 
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withlilfven cbnstraitlts is only the static pan of feasibility anal
ysis; the dynamic and mQre impo1"tant part is discovering means 
to push OUt the boundaries of the possible. Doing this requires 
both objective analysis ,and persuasion: what is possible often 
depends on what the political system considers fair or acceptable. 
M.any polity constraints can be eased only by changing attitudes 
and values; as already noted. this always involves a certllin 

,arnou,llt of persuasion;, 

,AQ,GtlMEN'fATION AND EVALUATION 

Pel-$ua~iYe arguments piayan even larger role in evaluative dis
coune. Whenever new evaluative criteria or a reform of old 
criteria ar~ being considered. it is open to anyone to put forward 
a proposal as to what the criteria should be and to use persuasion 
in order to inAuence others to accept the proposal. 

The characteristic difficulty of policy evaluation is precisely 
the multiplicity of admissible standards. Citizens. legislators. ad
ministrators, judges, experts, the media--all contribute their 
particularperspcctives and criteria. This variety of viewpoints 
is not only unavoidable in a pluralistic SOCiety; it is also necessary 
to the vitality of a system of government by discussion. Never
thelelS. as Northrop Frye has remarked in the context of literary 
criticism. there seems to be no reason why the larger under
standing of public policy to which these separate perspectives 
are contributing should remain forever invisible to the different 
eV;l.luators, as the coral atoll is to the polyp_ 

Multiple policy evaluation should also be possible. It would 
retagnrz.e the legitimacy of the different perspectives but would 
also seek-by making these perspectives more aware of one an
other-to reach a level of understanding and appreciation that 
is more than the sum of the separate evaluations. The purpose 
is not to construct a grand model that would combine all the 
partial perspectives into one general crlterion of good polky
a weighted average, as it were. of equity, effectiveness. legality. 
and any other relevant standard-but to contribute to a shared 
fi.mderstanding of the multiple perspectives involved. 
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Evaluation will be discussed in detail in chapter 8. Here I wiil 
mention only one aspect of the subject-the evaluation of al1al· 
ysis and other types of research with policy implications. The 
assessment of policy arguments. like the assessment of sCientill:c; 
or legal arguments, necessarily involves formalities. When the 
issues under discussion require complex patterns of reasoning 
and large amounts of data of doubtful reliability and rele~r\ce. 
explicit rules ofevidence become patticula,rly important. A good 
example is the judicial law of evidence with itssophist~ted 
distinctions among proofs of facts. testimony, hearsay. pre
sumptions, interpretations, and other sources trf information. 

In chapter 3 I introduce a number of distinctions «(or eX
ample. among data. information. and evidence) whose main pur~ 
pose is to facilitate the evalua~ion of poticy arguments. The 
importance of drawing distinctions that are usually overlooked 
in conventional treatments pf poUcy .analysis can De Ulusmned· 
with reference to the categories "evidence" and "argument." The 
argument is the link that COn'MCts data and information with 
the conclusions of an analytic study. The .$tru~ture 1:)£ the ,ar
gument will typically be a complex biend of factual statements 
and subjective evaluations. Along with mathematical' andlQ~1 
deductions it will include s~tisticah empirical, and analogical 
inferences, references to expert opinion. estimates of benefits 
and costs. and caveats and provisos of different kind$. This un

. avoidable complexity makes any direct. informal testing of the 
argument quite impossible. Whatever testing is done rni.lSt tely 
on a va~lY of standards that d-epend on the analytic methods 
employed. on fhe plausibility andr~ustness of th~,conclus1ons. 
and On agree<r..uporr:<lt.iJ~ria ofadequacy. and -e-f'Fecti\l'(me$s•. 

The nature bfthe ·evidenCe is crucial in this kind of testi:n'g, 
since aninrorrectassessfnent of its strength andsuitabiHty before 
it is included in the.'argumentcan lead to pitfalls in drawing 
conclusions. Evidence is not synonymous with data or infor
mation. It is information selected from the available stock and 
introduced at a specific point in the argument in order t'O per
suade a p~rticula:r audience of the truth ·or falsity of a statement. 
Selecting-inappropriate data or modets.piaciri.g them at a wrong 
point in the argument. or cnoosing a style of presentation that. 

R n ' '" fir 
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is' not suitable fot' the intended a.udience. can destroy the effec

dvenessof information used as evidence, regardless of its in

trinsit. cOgllitive value. Thus. criteria for assessing evidence are 

different from those ~sed for assessing facts. Facts can be eval

uated. in terms of more or less objective canons, but evidence 

must 6e eVllluated in accordance with a number of factors pe

culiar to a given lit~atlon. such as the specific nature of the case, 

thelype of a~dience. the prevailing rules of eviden~. or the 

cred·ibUity of ~e anal}'$t. 


t>'i~p1itles like history and law, which depend On information 

that cannot automatically be assumed to be reliable or relevant. 

ex.plicitly recognize evidence as an autonomous conceptual cat

egory. Policy analysis. too, often involves large amounts of data 

of doubtful reJiabifity and relevance. but problems of evidence 

. have not received the same attention here. 


For instance, according to a view that is widespread among 

analysts. a good policy model should resemble as much as pos

sible the formalized models of the more successful "hard" sci

ences. !:\Ccordingly. there is a dangerous tendency to regard 

rnodd' outpu.t.s as facts, rather than as evidence to be used in an 

argument together with other data and information. As a result. 

"the documentation of mOdels and source data is in an unbe

lievably primitive state •... Poor documentation makes it next to 

impossible for anyone but the modeler to reproduce the mod

eling results . and probe the effects of changes to the model. 

Sometimes a model is kept proprietary by its builder for com

mercial reasons. The customer is allowed to see only the results. 

not the assumptions.,,9 


Such gross disregard for the most elementary rules of evi. 

dence is a direct consequence of the failure to recognize the 

crucial argu.mentative aspect of policy analysis. In turn. this fail

ure can be explained by the adherence of most analysts to a 

methodology that is more concerned with what decisions are 

made than with how they are made. or how they may bejustified 

in the forums of public deliberation. 


..1: 9. Martin Gl'eenbcitger. Matthe", A. Crenson. and Brian L. Criuey. MOiUlr 
< in t/y PoUc;y Procus (New York: Ruuell Sage Foundation. 1976). 338. 

.. ._.. - -
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Dil:ciSIONI$M 

The image that iies behind this methodology ha'S been called 
decisionism-the "vision of a limited number of political actors. 
engaged in making calculated choi~s among clearly conceived 
altematives."lo An actor's choices ate considered rational if they· 
can be explained as the choosing of the bef.t means to achieve 
given objectives. In this view the economic model of choice be
comes the appropriate paradigm fOl"ilU polky problems. 

~or example, a well-known textbook on policy amdysis intro

duces its subject. matter as foHows: "How choices should· be 

made-the whole problem of allocating scarce resources among 


. competing ends-is the stuff of e~nomia and the subject. of 
this book." II Similar statements can be found in the writings of 
inftuential authors like Hitch. McKean. Enthoven. and Quade. I '2 

In qrder to decide rationltlly the polkymaker must specify his 
obje6.ives; layout the alternatives by which die objectives may 
be accomplished; evaluate the consequences of each alternatiVe; 
and choose the action that maximi~s net benefits. If the recipe 
sounds. familiar it is b«ause the logical structure of al10cative 
decisions is the same whether the dedsioh$ are taken by iruii
vidual. consumers. by private entrept'eneurs. or by public man
agers and policymakers. Hence the appeal to a generalized:logic 
of choke which decisionists found ready-made in microecon
omics and decision theory. Moreover. since tbelogic of choice 
has been investigated prinlarily in the context of market trans
actions. some writers have argued that the main. if not the only. 
objector policy analysis is to' ex~end the principles of rational 

'0"..f\e

10.. Jl.\dlth Sh.ldar....~~:(ooistl't ... 'in C. J. Friedrich.ed.. Nomm. yol. 7. R4
&itmal DIAAIm (New York: Ac,herlOn. 1964), 5-17. . . 

11. Ec!ith StoItey and R'ichard Zeclc.hauaer. ~ P"-:r far PDUt:J A~ (New 
York: W. W. Nonon. 1918).22. 

12. clw'ies j. Hiti:h :lInd ltoland McKean. T1ut E~ of DejdU in 1M 
N~ A,. (C;ambrldgc: Harvard UniversilY Press. 1962); AI:lin C. £nthovcn 
and K. WayneSmjth.H~M1IeM'EllUUghr (NewVork: Harper and Row,1971); 
E. S. Qua&:.Analj,sis far'/>y,blil. Q#cision.r. 2d ed. (Amliterdam: North.Halland. 
1982). ' ' ., 

. '. 

. choice Fromthe's~re otprivate economic transac~ionsto that 
·'0-( pUblic poUey..f'l'UlkiJ'Jg. In fact. rational policy-mak'jng. decision 

ll'laking.pr€)bJem $olving. anc! policy analysis become nearly syn
onymous terms. Por example. the recipe (or maximizing net 
benefits may be interpreted ¢ither as a description of ideal policy
making or as a preScription for policy analysis. The underlying 
notion '&f rationality is the same in both cases: rationality is max
imizing something. choosing the best means to a given end. 

The view Qf policY analysis as decision theory "writ large" has 
cof\sjderable intPitive apped and provides, a useful way of for
mulating a variety of practical problems: whether to use a par
ticular vaccine to halt the spread ota threatened epidemic; where 
to build a dam; how to reduce the response time of the fire 
department of a big city. Not surprisingly. these or similar ex
amples are the standard illustrations used in conventional 
tt'XtboQks. 

The dedsionist approach was developed during the Second 
World War and was given emphasis and formal statement in the 

. early 19505 at the Rand Corporation and other policy-oriented 
think tanh. It is a conceptual compound that includes elements 
from6perati.ons research and management science. from mi
croeeonorQics and decision theory. and a dash of social and be
havioral science. A continuous line of development runs from 
the wartime studics ofmj)jtary operations. oflogistics and tactics. 
to the early industrial applications of new quantitative methods, 
to systems analysis. and then to policy analysis. Technical effi
ciency as a goal or criterion of choice has been replaced by 
economic efficienq'. which in turn has been tempered by con
sid~ration& 'of'equity and political feaSibility.' But the original 
analytic framework is still clearly recogni:able. , 

The early practitioners of this approach claimed to be able to 
give useful advice by applying scientific methods of analysis to 
data collected from actual operations. In fact the situations in
vestigated by operations researchers during the war fit the nat
ural ~ience paradigm rather well. Military operations could be 
rega·rded as representative of a class of repetitive situations 
where mOdels btnlr up in respor'lseto earlier examples of the."... 

,', , 
.', 
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situation could be checked apinst tater examples, monitored" 
while proposals for improved actions were in use,' and used to 
detect their own dwindling validity as the situation changed. IS 

An important characteristic of early studies of:mifuaryalld 
industrlaloperadonS was· a reasonabIeda~y m;t-he definition 
of the role ofanalysts and decision makers. Whether the use'ts 
of analysis were his-h.;level military officers Or high.t-nel mart· 
agers.analysis w.as d'one primarily or even (because of the re
quirement of military or industrial secrecy) exclusively for them. 
The analyst did not have to address any audieoce other·than the 
~edllion maker, or a small group of decision makers, who had 
commissio~ed the study. Problems of comm\1nication and im
plementation could be safely ass.umed to be the responsibility of 
a well-defined hierarchical authqrity •. and the same authority 
would ensure legiti!1lacy and provide cr.iteriaofquality and 
effectiveness.. 

By the 19605. however. the nature of the proble~s analysts 
were iovestigating, and the organizational and political context 
in which they operated, had radically changed. The problems 
claiming analytic attention were becoming broader and more 
complex. Strategic, rather than tactical. issues loomed j·ncreas

. ing1y hnpoTtam, while. subjective uncertainty was ~e'ti t'Ohe:more 
crucial then t~e sta~i.~tkaj regular,itie~ .assu·med. inear}~~r models. 
At the,same time, the growing role or analysisrnpubHc debates. 
meant that analysts-no longer distree,t advisors to the prince 
but actors in a political process in which advocacY'and persua!!ion 
could not b~ neady. separated from o~ective analysis-had to 
pay attention to questions of equity and political feasibility. 

In th~ .ea'PirW70spqli.cy o.Ml:;sis (arne to replace SYSlt17U anal1sis 
as tru: professionallauel den~ting the activity 'Of.ai1.alysts who 
were concerned .with public issues. This terminologkal change 
was meant to suggett a ~thesis of the conflicting logics of eco
nomic and political rationality. In practice. since politkal science 
seemed unable to provide a set of concepts and analytic tech
niques comparable to the strong normative structure of micro-

IS. Hyllon Boothroyd, Mikulak imtnftnlion (London: Taylor and Francis. 
I918}, 113, . 

POlity AN:4lY51S ANO PUBLIC DEUIEltATI'ON IS 

economics, the majority of policy analysts remained firmly 
committed to a decisiohist methodology. 

'l11E'LrMITitI;'ONS ()F OECISIONtsM 

The'limitations and bia$es of the decisi.ooisl approach are per
I~psless 'Obvious than its merits.. but they affect almost every 
a&pect of-the teaching and practice of polky analysis. However, 
I shall restrict my critical remarks to a few points of particulat 
relevance for my subsequent discqssion. The purpose is to il
lustrate the kinds of issues and arguments that this approach 
tends to exclude from analysis. 

To begin with. the decisionisi approach assumes a unitary 
decision maker. or a group acting as a unit. and ,is not imme
diau~ly applicable to situations involving two or more acton with 
different,objectives. The model of rational choice that underlies 
this approach has been developed for an individual who wishes 
to. be consistent and expresses this consistency in the way he . 
orders hioi preferences and evaluales the probabilities of uncer
~ain events. When several individuals are involved. the model 
does not require them to agree on their orderings and evalua
tions: each may be rational (that is. consistent) in holding quite 
divergent views: I f a joint decision is required. they will have to 
resolve their differences through interactive processes like ne
gotiation and. persuasion. about which the model is silent. 

A fortiori, this methodology ignores conAicts between the in
terests and perceptions of different government agencies. But 
whenever such conAicts are present, important questions arise 
about the appropriate assumptions regarding the behavior of 
other public agencies in the formulation of policy by any par
ticuiarageney. As I argue in chapter 6. all policy instruments 
are effectively constrained within certain ranges by political and 
administrative considerations. Therefore. it is important for pol
icymakers to know which variables are in fact within their control 
and to what extent, and in this respect a unitary model of policy
meking is not very useful. 

. Another key assumption is that there is no essential distinction 
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for which. given clear goals a:ndsufficient infOrmation. correct .. 
solutions always exist anti can be found by cal().1lationrath~t 
thlln b.y~he exercisc Of politicafslc..ilis. Hence, p~1icy.nt~li.ini ca,n 
be iru.clJigent or 'rational only if it is prec~ed by syst~n1atk 
analysis of the alternatives in an their impti~tions. TQ ':aC~ ~~ .. 
donally is. aci:ording to thls vie.w, ilways to. do .. two.Pl'n~ t,t). 

wor,k OUt a plan or action aDd to put intoj)nlCtke w~the 'p'I~n 
prescribes. It is, "t ·Q-itbe~ ·Ryle's·.pbl"a$e, to do' a bit ~r theory 
and then to do a bit'of'pl'attice;u .. . ' . 

. But it is .nOtoriMty possible to plan welt ~n.d to imfJIement 
the.plan stu?idly. M-ore6ver, by the original a~umption. in-order 
to be rational tht planning J>tOcess'itstlf would haVeto' bepl'e
ceded by yet anOther process Of planning to. plan. Thi$ infini~ 
regress red~s' to absurdity the ·notiOn· thatf~ra decision pr 
polky to be intelligent it must be guided by a ptior j:nreU~J.!.aJ 
operation. "Intelligent" carnlot be defined' in ternts of "inreflec
twU'1 or' "knowing how~in 'terms oC"kJ:\owing m~;~t'2. '. . 

SOrpeone with6Ut a knO-Wledge'o( medlcirie can hardly be:: a 
good surgeon, but excellenc~ at surgery is nOt the same thing 
as knowledge of medical science, nor is it a direct resul.t of it. 

. Like sUl'gCry, the making ofpolicy and the giving ofpoticy advice 
are exercises of skills. and we do notjudge skillful performance 
by the amount of information nored in the head.·of the per
fonner or by the amoulft of formal planning. Rather,wejudge 
it by criteria like good timing and attention to details: by the 
capadty to recognize the limitS of the possible, t-o use limitations 
creatively, and to learn from one's mistakes: by the ability not 
only to show whaJ: should be .donei but to persuade people to 
do ",hat they jD.g.w should be done•...
. Perhaps' the most $~US limitation of the .deciskinist view. is 
not that it is wrong per, 'se, but that it has led to a serious 1m· 
balance in the way ~.tIiink.about"poI.ky..maldng..The foUov6ng 
chapten will attempt to provide it more realiStic view'ofth~ uses 
of knowledge and analysis in policy' deliberation and a better 
appreciation of the skills needed to transform id~s into actions. 

21: TM CimupJ 61 Mhuf(New York:' Barn" and Noble. 1949).29. 
22. Ibid., 32. 

TW'O 

.' Analysis as Argument 

Poliq anaIj's-ts of the decision'in .persuasion would like to project 
the image Qf technical, nonpartisan problem solvers who map 
Gut the 'ilternatives open to the policymaker and evaluate their 
consequeqc;es by means of mathematical models or other ob
je.ctivetechniques of analysis. The analyst'S job is only to deter
mine the best means to achieve given goals. He must be neutral 
about ends, since discussion of goals and' values is neceSsarily 
subjective and. QI'I-scientific. Analysis that aspires to be objec. 
tive and scientific can deal only with factual statements. Hence. 
a sharp distinction should be drawn between professional policy 
analysis an4 policy advocacy or policy deliberation. Profes
sional policy analysis begins only after the relevant values have 
been stipulated. either by an authoritative policymaker or 
through the aggregation of citizen preferences in the political 
process. 

This image ot the analyst'S art is grossly misleading. I would 
like to suggest a more accurate one. The policy analyst is a pro
ducer of policy arguments. more similar to a lawyer-a specialist 
in legal argumcnts-than to an engineer or a scientist. His basic 
skills are not algorithmical but argumentative: the ability to 
probe. assumptions. critically. to produce and evaluate evi
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dence. to keep many threads in hand. t()dra~ for an.argum-ent 
fromrnany disparate sources, to communicate effectively. He 
recognizes that to say anything of importan~ iA public policy 
requires valuejudgments. which must be explained 3l'1djustified. 
and is willing to apply his skills to any topicirelevant to public 
discussion. . i 

The image of the analyst as problem solve~ is milkadin.g be
cause the conclusions of policy analysis seldo~can be rigorously 
proved. Demonstrative proof that a pai1icula~ alternative ought 
to be chosen in a panicular situation ·js possible: only ifthe ct)rtte>Ct 
of the policy problem is anifidally restricted. lOne must assume 
that there is no disagr~ment about the appropriate formulation 
of the problem, no conflict of values and inteiests. and that the 
solution is, somehow, $elf-executing. Also. t)te analyst sho.uld 
have all the relevant information. including ~ull knowledge of 
present and future preferences and of all consequences of all 

possible alternatives. !. . 


The impossibility of proving what the corre.'ct action is in most 

practical situations ·weakens the ~redibmty or analysis as preb.

lem solving. but it does not imply th~t infor~ation. discussion, 


. and arguinent are irrelevant. We reason even when we do not 
calculate-in setting nOitn$ and formulating jproblems, in pre
senting ev.idence. for or against a proposal. In offering or re.
jecting criticism. tn "It these cases we do not\dem<;lnstrate. but 
ague.·· . ,. 

. Argumentafion differs frOm f'or:m~J, d;l:tIdrs:ration in~~t~e 
tmportanl te'SpeCU.FWSt. d'l'ttOt'J$traoon .15 ~s._le ·ord,.. ·WI.tblft 

a formatiZld· '¥stem' of axtoms and'tules· af! .inletenct. Argu· 
mentationd• ..Aot~" fro·maxio~ btlt frorti opini~ri$. ~r~. 
·OT.oontestab\e \,ie:wpllihits; i~ m~kes USe ·of lbgtcal i'nfereru::es,bl.it 
isnOtexha~ tndtq.ulZtiVi!·systerns of fOTm~I·SUlu~men(s.S'ec-· 
ond, a demonstratk))'t is designed to. convince! anybody who ha·s 
the ·requisrte technical knowledge. while arguqtentation ~ always 
directed to a particular audience and a.ttempts to elicit or increase 
the adher~nce of the members.of the audienc~ to·t4e th,ese~ .that· 
.are~1\ted f~r theif.cpn~nt.Finany, argu~iationd~not . 
aim at gaining· purely inrdlectuaJ agreement 1>ut at ini:.1ittng ac-. , . i . 

!,',' 
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dOll, or at least at creating a disposition to IIct at the appropriate 
moment. I. 

Ie wiII be noti(;~dthat the distinctive features ofargumentation 
ate precisely those which characterize dialectic and rheroncal 
reasoning~ Thus, to recogntte that policy analysis has less to do 
with proof and ~omputatron than with· the process of argument 
is to make contact with an old philosophical tradition that defines 
rationality not in instrumental terms, but as the ability to provide 
a«eptable reasons for one's choices and actions. By restricting 
the' role of reason to discov!!ring appropriate means to given 
ends, instrumental rationality relegates values. criteria, judg
ments, and opinions to the domain of the irrational Or the purely 
subjective. Analysis-as-argument holds that this narrowing of 
discourse goes against the grain of. a system of government by 
disc:ussion. In order to inAuence public deliberation in significant 
ways, analysJ$ must open themselves to a wider range of argu
ment than is allowed by the methodology of decision ism. 

.It is true that practicing policy analysts often engage in ar
gumentative discourse: they debate values. question objectives. 
agree or ·di!agree about assumptions. and advocate or justify 
courses of action on the basis of less-than-conclusive evidence . 
What is problematic about these practices is not their content 
but (he fact that they remain unexamined and that in conse
quence crucial. aspects of analysis escape critical evaluation. In 
this Chapter 1discuss some of the most significant rhetorical uses 
ofpoliey analysis. 

NORM SETTING 

lt is widely assumed that public deliberation and public policy 
are primarily concerned with setting goals and finding the means 
to achieve them. Actually, the most important function both of 
public deliberation and of policy-making is defining the norms 

I•. Chaim Perelman, 1M Realm oj RMumt (Notre Dame: University of NOire 
Dante Press. 1982). 4-7.
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